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THE EQUIANO RUM CO

WE ARE THE WORLD'S FIRST AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN RUM

WE CREATE NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN BLENDS OF TWO CULTURES, TWO
DISTILLERIES, FROM TWO CONTINENTS, MAKING IT THE PERFECT

COLLABORATION OF EAST AND WEST.

WE ARE ON A MISSION TO REDEFINE A FOUR-CENTURY-OLD INDUSTRY BY
CREATING UNIQUE BLENDS OF RUM. WE ARE COMMITTED TO RECLAIMING THE

NARRATIVE AROUND RUM, RESPECTING ITS HISTORY WHILST CRAFTING A
NEW FUTURE WITH PHILANTHROPY AT ITS HEART.





THE NAME & OUR STORY

Over 250 years ago, life was very
different to what we know now.
Often we hear stories of plight,
treachery and overcoming adversity,
but through turmoil it can shape a
person, it can create beliefs, spread
love and positivity that can
ultimately help others. None is more
true than the defining journey of a
man or woman who stood for what
they believed in - equality.

In 1745, Olaudah Equiano was born in
Africa, but before reaching his teens,
he was kidnapped and sold into
slavery. Growing from a boy into a
man, his experiences defined him.

During those early years he
journeyed across the Atlantic Ocean
to the Caribbean where he remained
for many years. Eventually he
crossed the seas once more and
landed in the United Kingdom.
Tenacious and determined, he traded
on the side, selling a puncheon of
rum at a time.

In just a matter of years he managed
to save forty pounds, paving his way
to liberation. Equiano was free!

Through life shattering trouble and
heart-breaking tragedy, rose an
incredibly brave man, an
entrepreneur who overcame all the
odds. Who was dealt a hand that

was unimaginably cruel, but who
proved to himself that he could be
who he wanted to be.  Not done with
his achievements yet, he set out and
travelled the world as a freeman,
penning his autobiography ‘an
interesting narrative of the life of
Olaudah Equiano’. His work and
teachings led him to become one
of the most published African writers
in UK history. His descriptions of
extreme hardships and desperate
conditions are punctuated by his
astonishment at new sights and
experiences. Experiences that drove
him to fight for others.

Equiano was a visionary, a freedom
fighter, whose impactful work
changed history. As a writer and
speaker, his powerful memoirs went
on to inform the transatlantic slave
trade act and impact the freedom of
people all over the world. Freedom
that many of us enjoy,
but that many more are still fighting
for, making his story as relevant to
global conversation today as he was
in the 1700’s.

With the bold statement of being the
World’s First African & Caribbean
rum, we knew our name needed to
respect the journey, provenance and
quality of our liquid, marrying the
old with the new. We knew it had to

mirror our own beliefs, creating
positive change through
the work that we do.

Between his values, journey and
impact, we feel great pride and
honour in his name adorning our
bottle.

Equiano’s values distil our beliefs
perfectly and that is why we’re giving
5% of company profits & $2/£2 of
every bottle purchased through our
website to ground-level Freedom +
Equality projects annually, and
celebrating a man who we all aspire
to be more like.

We are hoping we can do our bit for
Equiano’s legacy; please see how
we are making a difference by
supporting ‘Freedom of Spirit’
through our Equiano Rum Co grant.



EQUIANO IS 100% TRUE RUM
NATURAL
NO ADDITIVES
NO SPICE
NO ADDED SUGAR



H

THE LIQUID
Equiano is a premium, limited batch aged rum, that is 100% natural, with no additives, no
flavourings, no spice and certainly no added sugar.

In our opinion it is a true rum, that is deep and rich in flavours that come from the barrels it
matures in, to make a modern and mature rum that is like no other.

ON THE NOSE
Rich notes of dried fruits
such as raisins and sultanas
combined with sweet to!ee,
butterscotch and caramel
culminating with a suggestion
of orange peel, vanilla and
buttered wood.

ON THE PALATE
Equiano delivers all the natural
sweet notes of a well-aged
rum from American white
oak ex-bourbon casks. It has
a warm to!ee and
butterscotch mouth-feel,
with chewy raisins and
brown sugar flavours that
emerge from the liquid as it
caresses your tongue.

TO FINISH
Although Equiano is a
naturally sweet rum, it has
a medium to sweet ending
with touches of oak, anise,
sweet pepper with a hint of
bitter orange peel.



Equiano Light is refreshingly unique, it is an exceptional blend
of lightly aged molasses rum from the Caribbean, fused with
fresh sugar cane juice rum from Africa.

Challenging the ideas and expectations we have of rum, this
exciting offering elevates the category and enriches the taste
profile of an often-underrated spirit, silencing any notion that
white rums lack the sophistication of their darker counterparts.

This is an entirely new offering for the rum category, as not only
are the two ‘terroirs’ unique in the sense of where the rum is
produced but we are blending two different styles of rum to
create a totally unique liquid.

The idea behind the blend was to create a lightly aged rum
with a flavour profile of days gone by: the subtle notes of ripe
sugarcane, hints of natural vanilla, citrus and coconut.

This blend will be of exceptional quality that will excite the
global mixology community, whilst  enticing those with a
premium liquid to add to their favourite Mojito, Daiquiri,
Mai Tai, Pina Colada or even high ball with mixer serves.



TASTING NOTES

Equiano Light marries two different styles of rum.

The Barbadian rum is skilfully blended with unaged rum made from
fresh sugarcane juice from Africa. This “cane juice” rum is distilled in
a single column still to produce a refreshingly light rum that retains
all of the natural grassy notes of the raw sugar cane ingredients.

In your glass you’ll see a subtle light golden hue, almost sugarcane
beige, which is a result of the careful blending of barrel aged and
unaged rums from Barbados & Mauritius. On the nose a harmonious
balance of fresh sugarcane with hints of vanilla, dried light oak and
touches of earthy, herbal notes normally associated with sugarcane
juice rum.

The 43% abv also delivers aromas of light tropical fruits, citrus oils
and hints of green apple as it warms and acclimatises to your glass.
The initial mouthfeel of this light rum is a medium sweet taste of ripe
sugarcane, more tropical fruit and citrus peel, layered with green
apples, pears and hints of vanilla and light oak on the palate.

The experience is light bodied with the natural, subtle sweetness of
exotic fruits. To finish, the aged Barbadian component takes centre
stage, as the tropical aging of the rum, in once used American oak
barrels, leaves a light dusting of wood on the finish. The initial
sweetness quickly dries off leaving citrus peel, touches of vanilla,
white pepper and sweet spices.



EQUIANO RUM CO.’S GRANT GIVING FUND

GOING BEYOND THE POUR, EQUIANO RUM CO. ANNOUNCES ITS
GRANT RECIPIENT: ANTI-SLAVERY INTERNATIONAL

Before a name or product had been conceived, Co-Founders of The Equiano Rum
Co. made a pledge; having each experienced or witnessed adversity, hurdles and
hard times in their own lives and careers, they acknowledged the role that
businesses play in addressing such experiences.

At its inception in 2018, Co-Founders Oli Bartlam, Aaisha Dadral, Ian Burrell, and
Amanda Kakembo committed to donating 5 %  O F G LO B A L C O M PA N Y
PROFITS to ground level freedom and equality projects, annually. PLUS £2 / $2
FROM EACH BOTTLE SOLD through equianorum.com will go directly into The
Equiano Rum Co.’s grant-giving fund.

Unbelievable as it may be, slavery exists to this day in various forms. Anti-Slavery
International work to eliminate these contemporary forms of slavery by
investigating and exposing current cases of slavery,

Founded in 1839, it is the oldest international human rights organisation.
Throughout the world, millions of people of all backgrounds are affected by
modern slavery. From child labor and human trafficking, to forced marriage,
unpaid labor and descent based slavery, this oppression takes on many forms.

Each quarter, The Equiano Rum Co.’s grant goes directly to aid Anti-Slavery
International’s global work, to help amplify the causes and the charity’s key
message.North America is a real focus for the business, that is why we've enlisted
the help of these industry veterans to drive our expansion:






